
Vivekananda College Madhyamgram 

Department of English 

TOPICS/QUESTIONS/PROJECTS for INTERNAL ASSESSMENT 

2020/Students are requested to contact 9874519875 for inclusion in 

Whatsapp   group. Contact nos. of all   teachers  have   been provided. 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

2ND  SEMESTER HONS. 

A.ENGACOR03T/Contact BD sir/WA/9875585252/:TUGHLAQ:1.Assess 

the contribution of Girish Karnad  as an Indian English dramatist with 

reference  to Tughlaq. 

2.Discuss   Tughlaq  as a historical play. 

B.ENGACOR04T/contact NM sir /WA/8348979308/:Projects  on 

a]Elizabethan sonnets and sonneteers ,b]Elizabethan  Prose, c]Decline 

of drama during the post Shakespearean period 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

2ND Sem. General:ENGGCOR02T /contact SO sir  for submission via 

Whatsapp or offline at 9874519875/:Summary of Dalit  Women’s voices 

in Modern India with proper introduction 

2nd Sem Compulsory English for General students/contact SO sir 

9874519875/ Answers may be submitted online at 



compulsoryinternalvc@gmail.com OR offline in the college on a date to 

be  announced :Questions from The Seven Ages of Man 

A ]What is the theme of the poem The Seven Ages of Man? 

B ]Why does the poet say that the school boy creeps like snail to 

school? 

C ]Describe the fourth and fifth stages of man 

D ]Explain ‘All the world’s a stage with reference. 

E ]Write two characteristics of infancy. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

2nd Sem. MIL /English Communication/for Hons.and Gen.students who 

have opted/contact SO sir 9874519875/:Questions  [any 

two][submission via whatsapp or offline in the college on date to be 

informed in WA group 

1 .Write a dialogue between two friends on the  choice  of  career. 

2. Prepare   a CV with all details about yourself 

3. Write  a  letter to your friend about your hobby 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4th Semester :HONS.: 

1.ENGACOR08T:[Contact NM sir/8348979308/WA]:The Way of the 

World :a]Depiction of Restoration Society ,b]As a comedy of manners 

,c]the Proviso Scene and man woman relation in the play 

mailto:compulsoryinternalvc@gmail.com


 

 

2. ENGACOR09T:[contact DB sir /9163182075:The Castle of 

Otranto:1.Gothic elements in the novel 

2. The elements of gender and  marriage  in the novel 

 

3 .ENGACOR10T:[contact SD sir /9830015467/:David Copperfield 

:Project :Elements of bildungsroman  in David Copperfield 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4th Sem . /SEC[Hons.]ELT:ENGSSEC02M/contact SO 

sir/Questions:1]What are the characteristics of a good language 

learner?2]Translate a passage from Bengali into English[passage to be 

chosen by you]to show your language learning skills 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4th Sem : General: 

Name of paper/ENGGCOR04T/contact SO sir/9874519875 

Theme  and Analysis of the poem Goodbye Part for Miss Pushpa TS. 

 

4th  Sem :SEC[Creative Writing]/contact SO sir 9874519875/: 



Name of paper /ENGSSECO2M: 

Write two short stories to show your creative writing skills 

 

COURSE STRUCTURE:2nd Sem: 

Hons. : 1.ENGACOR03T:Paper 3 

             2.ENGACOR04T:Paper4 

              3ENGSAEC01M:MIL/English Communication 

General:1.ENGLCOR02T/Compulsory English  

                2.ENGGCOR02T/General English paper 2 

                 3.ENGSAE01M/MIL or English     Communication 

---------------------------------------------------------------------COURSE 

STRUCTURE:4TH Sem: 

Hons.:1.ENGACOR08T:Paper 8 

             2.ENGACOR09T:Paper 9 

          3.ENGACOR10T:Paper10 

          4.ENGGSSEC02M:ELT[Skill based] 

General:1.ENGGCOR04T 

                2.SEC:Skill Enhancement Course:Creative WRITING 

 

 



 

CONTACT NOS.:[For communicating via whatsapp] 

1.SO:9874519875 

2.SD:9830015467 

3.BD:9875585252 

4.NM:8348979308 

5.DB:9163182075 


